WES + A UK manufactured, battery powered
wireless evacuation alarm system that’s specifically
engineered for the construction industry.

ABOUT WES+
WES+ sets the safety standard for
construction site evacuation systems:

WES+ is

■ Developed specifically for the construction
industry by radio technology experts
Ramtech in direct collaboration with two of
the top 100 construction companies in the UK

■ High Performance. The system uses best
quality Category 1 radio in compliance
with European standards covering the
use of radio technology in emergency
equipment (ETSI 300-220-1)

■ Fully approved and externally certified
to meet EMC, FCC & IC standards

■ Cost-effective. There’s no wiring, so
no need for specialist installation.

■ Compliant with key UK safety standards,
including HSG168, the Structural Timber
Association Guidelines, and the Fire
Protection Association Joint Code of Practice

■ Practical. You can have an unlimited
number of units on one site, quickly add
and remove units as the build progresses
and re-use WES+ units on future projects.

Protecting your site with a product such as
WES+ that’s approved at this level provides
a clear message to the public, the insurance
industry and your workers that you’re serious
about providing the maximum possible level
of protection for your workers and assets.

■ Fully Supported. Dedicated helpline & training.
■ Reliable. WES+ is independently
tested, CE marked and compliant
with all key safety legislation.
■ Suitable for USA, Canada. WES+ uses a
USA/Canada-friendly radio frequency.

CONSTRUCTION HEALTH AND SAFETY
LEGISLATION
WES+ was designed and engineered with the specific aim of creating a site evacuation
safety system that’s compliant with increasingly stringent health and safety practice.
WES+ represents the blending of Ramtech Electronics’ quarter of a century of
experience in radio technology innovation with direct input from the construction
industry. Ramtech supplies thousands of units to protect key sites every year.

ABOUT RAMTECH
CONSTRUCTION EXPERTISE

SUPERIOR SUPPORT

WES+ was developed by Ramtech in conjunction with
two of the largest construction companies in the UK,
and we continue to work closely with key players in the
industry, so we’re confident that we understand exactly
what you need from a temporary evacuation system.

We’ll make sure you have full support with your WES+
system. Our experts will work with you to make sure you
fully understand the system – we’ll even run internal
training workshops for your site staff if you need us to!
And of course, if you need a helping hand you can give
our WES+ hotline a call and speak to our WES+ experts.

ENGINEERING INVESTMENT
Engineering is at the heart of Ramtech. It’s our business
to innovate, so we invest in the best possible staff,
resources and test procedures to make sure that our
research and development programme continues to
deliver the superlative, market-leading wireless safety
and security solutions on which we pride ourselves.

UK DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
We’re proud to have designed the WES+ system inhouse in our headquarters in Nottingham, UK, and
because we’re serious about supporting UK industry
it’s manufactured in and distributed from the UK too.

ISO9001 CERTIFIED
We take quality seriously – as demonstrated by
our status as ISO9001 Certified. At every step of
the way, throughout every department and at
every level of the business, we deliver efficiently,
consistently and effectively to a high set of service,
process, production and management standards.

THE WES+ PRODUCT RANGE

EMERGENCY CALL POINT

WIRELESS SMOKE & HEAT SENSORS

The Emergency Call Point is the primary alert
unit in the WES+ range. The unit incorporates
alarm sounder, optional strobe alert, and a
manual call point for activating the alarm.

For additional site protection 24/7 a range of sensors can
be connected directly to the WES+ system, automatically
raising the alarm in the event of an emergency.

■ Integrated siren and manual call point
■ Silent test function to minimise site disruption
■ 3 year battery life, reducing lifetime costs and
need for constant replacement and improving
compliance with waste regulations
■ Designed to be simple to use, straight out of the box
■ Anti-tamper controls to ensure system
integrity and compliance
■ Transit mode to allow safe removal &
storage without risk of activation

■ EN54 approved sensor heads for smoke and heat
■ 3 year battery life, reducing lifetime costs and need
for constant replacement and improving compliance
with waste regulations
■ For maximum performance in dusty construction
environments, we offer a dust resistant smoke sensor.
■ Heat/Smoke/dust resistant sensors to maximise cost
effectiveness
■ Anti-tamper controls to ensure system integrity and
compliance
■ Transit mode to allow safe removal & storage without
risk of activation
If you add a GSM control unit, you can even make sure
that security and monitoring personnel receive a text
alert if the evacuation alert is automatically triggered.

INTERFACE UNIT
■ The Interface unit enables the connection of your
WES+ evacuation alarm system to a third party alert
system or detector.
■ 2 types of connections are available, one which
allows an external connection to trigger the WES+
system alarm and one which allows the WES+ system
alarm to trigger an external connection.
■ The WES+ interface enables connection to other
emergency devices e.g. BMS systems, Access control,
auto diallers, water and gas sensors etc.

EMERGENCY SYSTEM CONTROL UNIT

RADIO REPEATER LINK

The WES+ System Control Unit delivers extensive
system reporting and system configuration.

The Link unit is the simple, cost-effective way to extend the
range of your WES+ temporary evacuation alarm system on
very large-scale sites. Connect to your existing WES+ units, set
up on site and the unit will act as a relay to link geographically
separated sections of site.

■ If an alarm is activated, the control unit allows
you to identify quickly which unit has been
triggered.
■ Records activations and warnings, so you can
monitor the activity and health of your whole
WES+ system.
■ Add an unlimited number of units to your site
■ Cancel an alarm on site from a control unit
■ Recent events logged in memory for H&S and
safety audit procedures
■ Silent test function to minimise site disruption
■ 3 year battery life, reducing lifetime costs and
need for constant replacement and improving
compliance with waste regulations

■ 3 year battery life, reducing lifetime costs and need for
constant replacement and improving compliance with
waste regulations
■ Anti-tamper controls to ensure system integrity and
compliance
■ Transit mode to allow safe removal & storage without
risk of activation

WES+ APP
The WES+ app for Android tablets delivers full wireless alarm
system reporting as well as flexible system configuration.
Download from the Google Play store.

■ Anti-tamper controls to ensure system integrity
and compliance

■ View individual unit and system-wide alerts, including
tamper warnings, battery drain, wireless signal
performance and more

■ LCD display to ensure safe and quick
understanding of messaging

■ View full system logs, including unit activations, unit
tampers, and silent test activations.

■ Transit mode to allow safe removal & storage
without risk of activation

■ Health and safety reporting made easy – export your
system logs and weekly silent test logs to pdf, csv or
email.

■ Settings and alarm cancellation protected by PIN
code access

■ Configure site name and unit numbering through a
simple tablet interface
■ Convenient configuration of SMS recipient details
■ Quick quote request form for new units and
consumables
■ Browse the WES+ user manual and troubleshooting
guide straight from the app

DEPLOYING WES+
■ WES+ units can be deployed as soon as the
cabins are on site and the build is out of the
ground. Setup is quick and easy – it takes just
a few minutes for your units to be on active
duty protecting your site and workers.
■ Emergency call points are placed in accordance
with your evacuation plan – usually at each stairwell
or lift shaft – and can be added as the build
progresses. Units can be numbered according to
your plan for easy identification in the event of any
issues. Heat, smoke or dust resistant smoke sensors
provide active protection in enclosed areas.

■ All your WES+ units connect to form a network, so
in the event of an emergency any unit can trigger a
site-wide alarm, whether automatically in the case
of the sensor units or manually via the call points.
■ The control unit will tell you where the triggering
unit is so you can pinpoint the emergency. You
can also set up text alerts to help you provide
an immediate response, and if you have the
WES+ app you can export reports of your
silent test results and any activations to PDF or
spreadsheet for full reporting and tracking.
■ Once the project is complete, you can easily reuse your WES+ units on your next project.

WES+ is now being deployed by 75 of the top 100 Construction
companies in the UK, Europe and Middle East. WES+ is used on projects
as diverse as small retail refurbishments to road bridges in Germany,
London Underground stations and large shopping malls in Dubai.

“Our first project with WES+ was the European
Central Bank (ECB) headquarters in Frankfurt. We
were initially drawn to WES+ because it is the only
wireless alarm that has full EN54 system approval.
After commissioning 500 WES+ units within a threeday schedule we quickly realised that the system
offers us and the ECB a number of major benefits”
Andreas Goetz, Managing Director, Building
Construction Logistics GmbH, subsidiary
of Bilfinger Hochbau GmbH, Germany

“As this site is using timber frame construction
and is spread over such a large area providing
adequate emergency protection could have
been difficult but Ramtech’s WES+ system
has been the perfect solution and is proving
to be a simple and effective to use.”
Gary Simister, Site Manager at Longbridge,
Morgan Sindall Construction

“The robust easy to use, high performing WES
+ system has coped with the site situation
very well. Being able to pick up and move the
alarms quickly, in the full knowledge it would
cope with the surroundings, made life easy.”
Richard Abrahams, Health Safety and
Environmental Manager for Lovell Construction

“The best and most cost effective system on the
market today without doubt. The quick installation
and simple testing facility gives you peace of mind
enabling health and safety requirements to be met.”
Ben Buttarazzi, Health & Safety Manager,
Kier Construction
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